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Abstract
This research aims to investigate the initial effects of mandatory eXtensible
Business Reporting Language (XBRL) across the Indonesia Stock Exchange‘s
financial information environment. Financial information environment is mea-
sured by event return volatility, absolute cumulative abnormal return, change
in standard deviation of returns, abnormal bid-ask spread, and abnormal trad-
ing volume. Comparing the effects of pre- and post- XBRL period, we provide
evidence that there is no significant implication in the first year of XBRL adop-
tion. It is showed that event return volatility, changes in the standard deviation
of returns, and abnormal bid-ask spread was not reduced in the post- XBRL
period. On the other hand, it was able to intensify the stock trading volume
which noted by the increased abnormal trading volume after mandatory XBRL
policy was enacted.
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Abstrak
Riset ini bertujuan untuk meneliti implikasi awal pengadopsian eXtensible Business
Reporting Language (XBRL) secara mandatory terhadap lingkungan informasi
keuangan di Bursa Efek Indonesia. Lingkungan informasi keuangan diukur dengan
variabel Event Return Volatility, Absolute Cumulative Abnormal Return, Change
in Standard Deviation of Returns, Abnormal Bid-Ask Spread, dan Abnormal
Trading Volume. Dengan membandingkannya antara periode sebelum dan sesudah
XBRL, kami menemukan bahwa XBRL di Indonesia pada tahun pertama belum
memberikan implikasi yang signifikan terhadap peningkatan kualitas lingkungan
informasi keuangan. Hal tersebut didukung dengan tidak direduksinya Event Return
Volatility, Change in Standard Deviation of Returns, serta Abnormal Bid Ask
Spread. Akan tetapi mandatory XBRL di Indonesia mampu mengintensifkan aktivitas
perdagangan saham dimana variabel Abnormal Trading Volume meningkat setelah
kebijakan XBRL diberlakukan.
Kata Kunci: Lingkungan Informasi; Implikasi Awal; Kewajiban Teknologi Pelaporan;
XBRL
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Increasingly the dynamics of the business develop-
ment reveals a phenomenon that the “IT transition”
is a challenge that must be faced by the companies
today. It`s impossible for winning the business com-
petition if the companies are not using an IT in their
business activities. Based on the context of infor-
mation flow, world wide web dominant used by
the companies today because it is very fast, reach
wider, saving time and cost (Debreceny & Gray,
2001; Lymer & Debreceny, 2003). Furthermore, the
information on the Web also designed for human
review (Yoon, Zo, & Ciganek, 2011),then unidenti-
fiable customers can process such information which
indicates the information distribution is extended
(Momany & Alshorman, 2006), and the information
is more dynamic with the audio & video features
built-in (Debreceny, Gray, & Rahman, 2002). How-
ever, various advantages of the web are still not
much different with the traditional content (paper-
based), because web information is just a “digita-
tion” process of the printed document information
(Perdana, 2011).
Each company has different information sys-
tem so that the data output also containing various
file format data. It gives the difficulties to the infor-
mation distribution process (Perdana, 2011). Con-
sequently, stakeholders must convert the data for-
mat before it is ready to be used. Converting pro-
cess is based on the personal data interests of each
stakeholder.
XBRL (eXtensible Business Reporting Lan-
guage) is an XML (eXtensible Markup Language)
for the business purposes (Perdana, 2011). XBRL is
a computer-readable language that wraps the busi-
ness data. If the computer recognizes them, it can
exchange the business data and will enhance the
stakeholder‘s analysis (Hoffman et al., 2010; O‘Riain,
Curry, & Harth, 2012). XBRL is like a barcode on
every account within the element of the financial
statement. Thus, the presented data becomes more
interactive.
XBRL characterized as a universal data plat-
form. Using XBRL, data uniformity can be achieved
with the minimal efforts (Kim, Lim, & No, 2012),
reducing the manual process so the users just focus
on the analysis tasks (Apostolou & Nanopoulos,
2009), and enhancing the disclosures quality that
impact to the decision accuracy (Chowdhuri et al.,
2014; Efendi, Park, & Subramaniam, 2016). The pres-
ence of XBRL gives positive expectations on improv-
ing the financial information quality.
The Indonesia Stock Exchange (IDX) designed
XBRL taxonomy in 2013, socialized in 2014, and the
mandatory implemented by the third quarter of 2015
(Amran, 2015; Izzalqurny, 2016). We argue that it is
a courageous policy. On the other hand, United
States initiated XBRL Voluntary Filing Program
(VFP) since 2005-2009 before the mandatory policy
was executed (Bartley, Chen, & Taylor, 2011). In
addition, Canada, Malaysia, Scandinavian Region,
and the European Capital Market Authorities
(ESMA) experiment the XBRL first, tested the er-
rors level, and weighed the costs and benefits of
XBRL adoption over the long voluntary period
(Yoon, Zo, & Ciganek, 2011; Li, Ni, & Lin, 2012; Ilias
& Ghani, 2015; Nitchman, 2016; Liu, Luo, & Wang,
2017, Tohang & Lan, 2017).
It can be concluded that Indonesian XBRL is
implemented in a short time. There are little chances
for the listed companies to tried XBRL voluntarily.
Furthermore, Rahwani, Sadewa, & Andriani (2015)
stated XBRL taxonomy in Indonesia is inconsistent
with the Indonesian Generally Accepted Account-
ing Principles (GAAP/PSAK) No. 101 that compa-
nies which using sharia-based funding will have
difficulties when submitting the XBRL-based bal-
ance sheet, especially on temporary syirkah fund
(musharaka) account. Thus, XBRL in Indonesia can
improve the financial reporting quality is still an
empirical question that needs to be further investi-
gated.
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Good financial reporting quality implicates
good information provided. This condition is bet-
ter for decision making by investors. Qualified ac-
counting information will reduce one of the com-
mon problems in agency cases, that is information
asymmetry (Krismiaji, Aryani, & Suhardjanto, 2016).
There are strong correlations between XBRL tech-
nology adoption and minimizing information asym-
metry. Previous studies provide mixed results be-
tween the mandatory and voluntary XBRL adop-
tion context. In the context of voluntary, XBRL can
reduce the information asymmetry (Tan & Shon,
2009; Efendi, Park, & Subramaniam, 2010). The com-
panies which published the XBRL-based reporting
also signaling the superiority of corporate gover-
nance (Premuroso & Bhattacharya, 2008; Alles &
Piechocki, 2012). On the mandatory context, XBRL
can improve the quality of financial information
environment and to increase the decision accuracy
among the users (Yoon, Zo, & Ciganek, 2011; Kim,
Lim, & No, 2012; Bai, Sakaue, & Takeda, 2014;
Efendi, Park, & Smith, 2014). Yoon, Zo, & Ciganek
(2011) specified that information asymmetry reduc-
tion is greater for large-scale enterprises than the
S&M enterprises in South Korea.
In contrast, Blankespoor, Miller, & White
(2014) argue that information asymmetry is in-
creased over the post-mandatory XBRL in the first
year period. Large investors are familiar with simi-
lar high technology than small investors. The pres-
ence of mandatory XBRL in the U.S. widens the gap
of information among investors. Thus, the context
of mandatory XBRL results in inconsistent findings.
Mandatory XBRL requires greater costs than
voluntary context (Li, Ni, & Lin, 2012). But the mag-
nitude of these costs compensated instability of the
new technology adoption (Liu, Luo, & Wang, 2017),
as well as no impact on the progress of company‘s
internal processes at the beginning of implementa-
tion (Dzinkowski (2008) in Bai, Sakaue, & Takeda,
2014). Even the accountants and financial analysts
have not fully mastered with XBRL (Hannon, 2004).
Its implication is very complicated and complex, there
are few major errors, but many minor errors and
the company with over large extensions reduces the
quality & comparability of XBRL-based information
(Debreceny et al., 2010; Bartley, Chen, & Taylor,
2011; Roohani & Zheng, 2013).
IDX preferred mandatory XBRL policy for the
listed companies in a relatively short time adoption
is still a heated debate. Although the Board of Com-
missioners of the Financial Services Authorities
(OJK) stated that XBRL is one of the 15 main strate-
gies of national economic development (Nitchman,
2015), it needs to be re-examined that how XBRL
works for national economic and its initial implica-
tion after this policy was enacted. Afterward, this
discussion resulting evaluations for IDX.
Nevertheless, we believe this paper will con-
tribute greatly because Indonesia is one of the lead-
ing countries adopting XBRL in ASEAN. The em-
pirical results in this paper could be potential to be
a reference for other ASEAN countries before imple-
menting the XBRL-based financial reporting policy.
The benefit of this paper is to examine whether
IDX‘s mandatory XBRL policy has succeeded in im-
proving the quality of the financial information en-
vironment in the capital market. By comparing the
various measurements between pre- and post-XBRL,
it can be seen how the initial implications occur.
This paper is structured with the following
stages: the next section will be discussed about the
literature review and development of hypotheses.
The third section presents the data obtained, the
variables, and the regression analysis model used.
Section four and fifth, we discuss the results of re-
search and conclusions.
HYPOTHESES DEVELOPMENT
A good financial information environment
reflects an efficient capital market. There are four
ideal conditions to achieve it (Haugen, 1997): (1) the
existence of an active-rational investors; (2) infor-
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mation is freely available, fast, and small cost to
obtain it; (3) information is random & unaffected
by other announcements; and 4) quick investor‘s
response after new information is announced.
Financial information environment quality is
closely related to the level of information asymme-
try. To measure it, Kim, Lim, No (2012) using event
return volatility, information efficiency, & change
of standard deviation of daily stocks proxies. While
Bai, Sakaue, & Takeda (2014) using five proxies,
event return volatility, absolute cumulative abnor-
mal returns, change of standard deviation of daily
stocks, abnormal bid-ask spreads, and abnormal
trading volume. On the other hand, Yoon, Zo, &
Ciganek (2011) measured information asymmetry
with relative spreads proxy, then Liu, Luo, & Wang
(2017) using liquidity proxy.
According to Penler (2003) in Perdana (2011),
XBRL can present detailed & transparent informa-
tion, reducing information cost, and minimizing
manual process for specific data purposes. SEC
(2009) also believes that XBRL provides rich inter-
active data, uniform data due to standardized tax-
onomy, so the data becomes easy to compare. Thus,
the value information of XBRL-based reporting is
increased than conventional models.
Event return volatility (ERV) describes the
range of distribution or dispersion on the absolute
arithmetic value of abnormal returns during the
event period. The higher accessibility and value of
information will reduce the market uncertainty as
well as minimizing the systemic risks in the capital
market. XBRL information makes the data equally
distributed, the value of information quality is in-
creasing, and the uncertainty of information at each
submission date can be reduced (Heflin,
Subramanyam, & Zhang, 2003; Kim, Lim, & No,
2012). Thus, we believe that ERV in the post-XBRL
is smaller than before.
H1: mandatory XBRL‘s financial reporting nega-
tively affects the event return volatility
The presence of mandatory XBRL in Indone-
sia is interesting to analyze because previous re-
search in the mandatory context resulted in incon-
sistent findings. Investors will be easy with XBRL
but to get the benefits, it will take some cost like
learning and training costs to master an XBRL tech-
nology.
There are two possibilities. First, large inves-
tors are familiar with similar the analytical technol-
ogy; maybe they are not so interesting to use XBRL.
Thus, the reduction of information asymmetry de-
pends on the willingness of small investors using
XBRL technology. Second, large investors with a
wealth of information owned, the emergence of
XBRL will further shape the superiority of informa-
tion. If this case occurs, small investor will be more
inferior, especially they reluctant to invest time and
cost to learn XBRL technology.
The gap between large and small investors
shows the distribution of information levels. The
bigger gap means, the higher information asymme-
try. Hodge, Kennedy & Maines (2004) andJanvrin,
Pinsker, & Mascha (2011) argue that non-profes-
sional investors can not directly get the XBRL ben-
efits even though XBRL itself has increased infor-
mation transparency. However, according to
Pinsker & Wheeler (2009), non-professional inves-
tors who are willing to learn XBRL are believed to
be more accurate perceptions of analysis than tradi-
tional investors. XBRL is transparent and interac-
tive. We believe that investors are going to use it so
that the gap can be reduced. If XBRL is used, the
information will spreads evenly at once reducing
the gap between them (Heflin, Subramanyam, &
Zhang, 2003; Kim, Lim, & No, 2012; Bai, Sakaue, &
Takeda, 2014). Then the second hypothesis that can
be compiled is:
H2: mandatory XBRL‘s financial reporting nega-
tively affects the absolute cumulative abnor-
mal return
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In the voluntary context, investors and com-
panies can learn and apply an XBRL in a sustainable
and comprehensive way. Proven by previous stud-
ies, the stock exchange in several countries have
designed, compiled, tested, and refined XBRL tax-
onomy to become complete and ready to use.
Indonesia‘s XBRL taxonomy that has been compiled
since 2013 but still limited to the basic taxonomy:
(1) taxonomy of financial statements consisting of
the statements of financial position, income state-
ment, statement of changes in equity, & cash flow
statement; (2) taxonomy of disclosures that are be-
ing expanded in the form of notes to the financial
statements, disclosure obligations, & corporate ac-
tions information (IDX Taxonomy, 2014). Although
XBRL’s mandatory policy has been rolled out, only
the taxonomy of financial statements (No.1) could
be used by issuers.
Whether Indonesia‘s XBRL which only uses
basic financial statement taxonomy affects the fre-
quency of information distribution in the capital
market is still an empirical question that needs to
be further investigated. However, Kothari, Li, &
Short (2009), Kim, Lim, & No (2012), and Bai, Sakaue,
& Takeda (2014), states that if the company discloses
information dynamically, informatively, and inter-
actively, it will going to reduce market uncertainty.
Reduced market uncertainty leads to minimize ex-
treme stock return deviations.
The change in Standard Deviation of the Daily
Stock Return (STDEVRET) describes the difference
in standard deviation of stock returns at 30 days
after the submission date by 30 days before the sub-
mission date. The value of this difference reflects
the frequency of information distribution at each
submission date. The announcement of new infor-
mation has the potential to cause market turmoil.
Smaller STDEVRET means lower information asym-
metry (Kim, Lim, & No, 2012; Bai, Sakaue, & Takeda,
2014).
Disclosure taxonomy in Indonesia not yet is
applied although the mandatory XBRL has rolled
out since the third quarter of 2015. However, we
believe that XBRL-based financial reports can re-
duce market uncertainty because XBRL is a dynamic
technology, transparent, interactive, high intero-
perability, and produces data uniformly. Thus, XBRL
expected to reduce market uncertainty, where the
STDEVRET value in the post-XBRL is smaller than
the pre-XBRL period. The third hypothesis that can
be compiled is:
H3: mandatory XBRL‘s financial reporting nega-
tively affects change in standard deviation of
daily stock return
Mandatory XBRL requires a large amount of
time and cost. Mandatory XBRL is an official re-
porting business that must be timely issued. Man-
datory XBRL is different from voluntary XBRL be-
cause it is seen as a complement to financial state-
ments, not as an obligation for the listed companies
(Li, Ni, & Lin, 2012). Although the findings of man-
datory context by Yoon, Zo, & Ciganek (2011), Kim,
Lim, & No (2012), Bai, Sakaue, & Takeda (2014), and
Efendi, Park, & Subramaniam (2014), resulted in-
consistent finding with Blankespoor, Miller, & White
(2014) on whether XBRL was able to reduce infor-
mation asymmetry, in this paper we will re-analyze
the context of the Indonesian capital market. It is
believed that XBRL in Indonesia can reduce infor-
mation asymmetry because XBRL technology is a
transparent technology, fast data distribution, and
search-facilitating feature (Kim, Lim, & No, 2012),
universal, high interoperability, and the taxonomy
that has been referring to accounting standards in
Indonesia. In addition, IDX gives three eases to in-
put XBRL for listed companies, including(1) using
online web form; (2) using Excel spreadsheet offline
then uploaded and validated by IDXnet-XBRL; (3)
sending document instances for companies that al-
ready have their own XBRL applications (Amran,
2015; Kasih, 2016).
Abnormal Bid-Ask Spread (ASPREAD) is a
proxy used by Yoon, Zo, & Ciganek (2011), Bai,
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Sakaue, & Takeda (2014), and Blankespoor, Miller,
& White (2014), to measure the magnitude of infor-
mation asymmetry. ASPREAD is composed of the
difference between means of bid-ask spread in the
event window using the bid-ask spread on estimate
window. The magnitude of this difference is ex-
pected a decrease in the post-XBRL period. We ex-
pect mandatory XBRL in Indonesia can reduce the
information asymmetry, then the hypothesis that
can be compiled is:
H4: mandatory XBRL‘s financial reporting nega-
tively affects the abnormal bid-ask spread
The increasing volume of trading shares (trad-
ing volume activity/TVA) is reflected by the inten-
sification of stock supply and demand activities. This
will affect the fluctuation of stock price itself, im-
pact on stock return.
According to Miller (2010) and Blankespoor,
Miller, & White (2014), Abnormal Trading Volume
(AVOL) describes the difference in the average of
stock trading volume during an event window with
the average of stock trading volume during an esti-
mate window then divided by standard deviation
of stock trading volume along the estimated win-
dow. We noted that every financial report submis-
sion date has its AVOL value. The higher AVOL
means an increase in certain submission date and a
higher level of stock trading activity.
Certainly, investors have limited resources
and time to process and analyze huge amounts of
data. XBRL provides significant ease for investor
related to big data processing. If the stock exchange
has implemented mandatory reporting of XBRL-
based format, it is expected that investors will be
more active in trading their shares. Thus, the pres-
ence of XBRL can increase the activity level of trad-
ing volume of shares in the capital market. The hy-
pothesis that can be compiled is:
H5: mandatory XBRL‘s financial reporting nega-
tively affects the abnormal trading volume
METHODS
Based on the sample selection process in Table
1, the population in this study are listed companies
in Indonesia Stock Exchange (IDX) and entered into
the category of Kompas100 index through the pe-
riod 2013-2016. We argue that its population has a
high level of liquidity, larger market capitalization
and well- fundamental stocks performance.
Table 1. Samples Procedure
Explanation Total 
Companies consistently incorporated in the 
Kompas100 index for 6 times review by 
index committee, from 2013 to 2016 period 
544 
Selected Kompas100 companies which do 
not separate XBRL document on their 
submission achieves (unify XBRL data into 
XLS files) 
(128) 
The extreme value of company`s daily 
stocks data 
(120) 
A total sample of Kompas100-XBRL 296 
Not all listed companies become a member of
the Kompas100 index. The selection of listed com-
panies categorized by the index committee. The se-
lection process is conducted twice a year (every se-
mester). So we first determine the companies that
are able to maintain the position as a member of the
index throughout this observation period. The
sample is determined by using purposive sampling
method in which the selected sample is based on
the characteristics and criteria that we have been
set. The criteria are: (1) registered as listed com-
pany and entered into the Kompas100 index for three
years and consistently passed for six times review
process by the index committee; (2) the sample com-
pany has published complete financial reports both
quarterly and annually; and (3) the sample company
has separated their XBRL document rather than unify
it into XLS file. We examine the user’s capability
using an XBRL program rather than Ms. Office XBRL
add-on. We obtained financial report data, histori-
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cal data, submission date data, and XBRL data from
Indonesia Stock Exchange (www.idx.co.id) and
Google Finance (www.google.com/finance).
The characteristics of outlier data are the most
different & extreme value compared with others
(Ghozali, 2011). If the outlier data is not removed,
it will disrupt the analysis process that will impact
on the bias of the research results. We define out-
lier data by using Microsoft Excel application, with
standardizing limits <-3 or> 3.
Timeline of pre- and post-XBRL periods can
be seen in Diagram 1. It is important to note that
mandatory XBRL in Indonesia has been rolled out
since the third quarter of 2015. Thus the post-XBRL
timeline is determined on August 1st, 2015 to June
30th, 2016. While pre-XBRL determined on August
1st, 2013 through June 30th, 2014, matches the same
months by two years difference before post-XBRL
period. Our timeline refers to the research by Kim,
Lim, & No (2012) and Bai, Sakaue, & Takeda(2014)
to determine the Estimation Window for 200 trad-
ing days (-255, -55), while the Event Window is
determined one day before, date event, and one
day after the date submission (-1,1).
Each company has a different submission date.
The submission date is an event date, so the day
before and after the event is an event window pe-
riod. We included 255 days before the event date;
then we formed estimation window for 200 days
trading stocks. The date of submission based on the
date recorded by IDX system both quarterly and
annually For more details, the timeline of this re-
search can be seen in Diagram 1.
Event Return Volatility (ERV) is a calculation
of return volatility during the event window (-1,1).
To get the value of return volatility, firstly to calcu-
late daily Abnormal Return (AR) (Jogiyanto, 2008).
We use AR based on the market model method
(Mackinlay, 1997). The estimation window deter-
mined by 200 days of trading stock and event win-
dow for three days, i.e., one day before, one-day
event, and one day after. Expected return to calcu-
late AR, we using Kompas100 market index return.
ARi.t = Ri.t – E[Ri.t]
Where E[Ri.t] is estimated using market model
with the formula below:
Ri.j = i + i.RMj + i.j
a. Pre-XBRL period (August 1st, 2013 – June 30th,
2014)
(b) Post-XBRL period (August 1, 2015 – June 30,
2016)
Diagram 1. Timeline Pre-XBRL and Post-XBRL
Note: t = 0, is an event date when the company publishes
quarterly and annual financial reporting
Heflin, Subramanyam, & Zhang (2003) define
ERV as the arithmetic sum of absolute AR values
during the event window.
ERV = ∑ |𝐴𝑅𝑡1𝑡=−1 | 
Then we form the dependent ERV regression
model
It is expected that ERV on post-XBRL is
smaller than in ERV pre-XBRL period (Heflin,
ERV = α0 + α1XBRL + αi∑ CONTROLS𝑛𝑘=𝑖  + ε ................(1) 
t= +1 t= 0 t= -1 t= -55 t= -255 
Estimation Window Event Window
 
 
 
 
 t= +1 t= 0 t= -1 t= -55 t= -255 
Estimation Window Event Window
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Subramanyam, & Zhang, 2003; Kim, Lim, & No,
2012).
Just like an ERV, to calculate Absolute Cumu-
lative Abnormal Return (ACAR), firstly known an
AR - Market Model daily value. Kim, Lim, & No
(2012) revealed that the greater the ACAR indicates,
the wider gap between large and small investors.
ACAR = |П𝑡=−11 [1 + 𝐴𝑅𝑡 ] − 1| 
Then the following is the regression model
on the dependent ACAR:
The gap between large and small investors
shows extreme information distribution. XBRL is
transparent and interactive platform that widening
the information distribution. If implementing an
XBRL, the gap between them will decrease and
equally distributed. ACAR on post-XBRL is smaller
than ACAR on pre-XBRL period (Kim, Lim, & No,
2012; Bai, Sakaue, & Takeda, 2014).
According to Kim, Lim, & No (2012) and
Blankespoor, Miller, & White (2014), the Change in
Standard Deviation of the Daily Stocks Return
(ÄSTDDEVRET) calculates the difference between
30 days stock return deviation after the event date
(each submission date quarterly & annually) then
30 days stock return deviation before the event date.
It is to find out how much risks of market uncer-
tainty that occurred after the XBRL was imple-
mented in the stock market.
ΔSTDDEVRET =ට 1
30
∑ (30𝑡=0 𝑅𝑡 − 𝑅ത𝑡)2 - ට
1
30
∑ (0𝑡=−30 𝑅𝑡 − 𝑅ത𝑡 )2  
Market uncertainty leads to extreme stock
return deviations. XBRL with its dynamic, interac-
tive, transparent and general platform, is able to
increase the frequency of information distribution
while reducing market uncertainty at the same time.
The dependent regression model is ÄSTDDEVRET:
Thus, it is expected that the value of
ÄSTDDEVRET on the post-XBRL becomes smaller
than pre-XBRL which means that the risk of market
uncertainty can be minimized after the XBRL policy.
Bid-price is the highest price offered by the
buyer to the seller, while Ask-price is the lowest
price offered by the seller to the Buyer. Spread is
the difference between Bid-price and Ask-price.
Information asymmetry increases if Bid-Ask Spread
increases. Abnormal bid-ask- spread (ASPREAD)
according to Blankespoor, Miller, & White (2014) &
Yoon, Zo, & Ciganek (2011) is:
ASPREAD=average daily spread (event window) –
average daily spread (estimation window)
So here is a regression model on dependent
ASPREAD:
Given the limitations of accessing bid-offer
data, we consider using the Corwin & Schultz (2012)
Bid-ask spread estimator model through the calcu-
lation of historical daily high-low stock data. The
calculation generates the spreads of the bid and asks
data afterward it is able to calculate ASPREAD (ab-
normal bid-ask spread).
The desire to hold or trade the stocks is a
domino effect of information announcement. It can
be noted that TVA is a reaction by investor‘s deci-
sions who participate in the capital market. Accord-
ing to Miller (2010) and Blankespoor, Miller, &
White(2014), abnormal trading volume (AVOL) is
derived from the calculation:
AVOL = (average daily trading volume at event
window – average daily trading volume
at estimation window) / standard de-
viation of daily trading volume at esti-
mation window.
ACAR = α0 + α1XBRL + αi∑ CONTROLS𝑛𝑘 =𝑖  + ε .........(2) 
ΔSTDDEVRET   = α0 + α1XBRL + αi∑ CONTROLS𝑛𝑘 =𝑖  + ε ...(3)
ASPREAD = α0 + α1XBRL + αi∑ CONTROLS𝑛𝑘 =𝑖  + ε ....(4) 
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Then the regression model on the dependent
AVOL model is:
XBRL will reduce the information processing
cost and make it easier for investors to manage big
data through less effort. As expected, the trading
volume activity will increase after an XBRL was
mandated.
Mandatory XBRL is an independent variable
of this paper. The XBRL variable is a dummy vari-
able, where 1 indicates the company publishes
XBRL’s financial statements while 0 is otherwise.
The control variable is used to control inde-
pendent variables. The purpose of this variable is
to make sure that the analysis results are not re-
flected by the company‘s specific characteristics. We
refer this variable from the research by Kim, Lim,
& No (2012) and Bai, Sakaue, & Takeda (2014), in-
cluding firm size (SIZE), market-to-book ratio
(MBR), earning-to-price ratio (EPRATIO), leverage
(LEV), loss indicator (LOSS), Return Volatility
(RETVAR), negative sign of cumulative abnormal
return (NEGAR), and cumulative absolute abnor-
mal return (CAAR).
Table 2. Summary of Operational Definition Variables
SIZE is a natural logarithm of market capitali-
zation in each quarter. Generally, the larger com-
pany will disclose more information. Hence, size is
negatively correlated with information asymmetry
(Bai, Sakaue, & Takeda, 2014). MBR represents the
ratio between market capitalization to total equity
in each quarter. MBR is a proxy for company‘s grow-
ing profitability. The higher earnings growth will
produce the greater stock price responses to the
market (Skinner & Sloan, 2002). Thus, MBR is posi-
tively correlated with information asymmetry (Bai,
Sakaue, & Takeda, 2014). Earning-to-price ratio
(EPRATIO), the same as MBR, the higher the
EPRATIO stimulates bigger stock price responses.
EPRATIO is positively correlated with information
asymmetry (Skinner & Sloan, 2002). LEV is a long-
term debt ratio to the total assets. Companies with
high LEVs tend to disclose more detailed informa-
tion in order to maintain the creditors and public
trust (Kothari, Li, & Short, 2009). LEV is negatively
correlated with information asymmetry (Heflin,
Subramanyam, & Zhang, 2003). LOSS is a dummy
variable in which 1 is the company experiencing a
negative net income at the end of the quarter,
whereas 0 is the otherwise. LOSS is indicated as a
control variable because Heflin, Subramanyam, &
Variables Operational Definition 
ERV Arithmetic sum absolute value of AR along the event windows period. 
ACAR Cartesius AR throughout the event window period. 
ΔSTDDEVRET The standard deviation of daily stock return between 30 days before & after the submission date. 
ASPREAD Difference between average bid-ask spread at event window period and average bid-ask spread at estimation window period. 
AVOL 
Difference between the average trading volume at the event window period and estimation 
window divided by the standard deviation of daily stock trading volume along the estimation 
window period. 
XBRL The company issued XBRL's financial report got a score of 1, while the otherwise is 0. 
SIZE  The natural logarithm of market capitalization in each quarter of submission date. 
MBR The ratio of market capitalization to the total equity of the firm in each quarter. 
EPRATIO The closing price of the stock to the company's earnings per share in each quarter. 
LOSS Dummy, 1 if the quarterly net income is negative; 0 otherwise. 
RETVAR The standard deviation of AR along the estimation window at each submission date. 
NEGCAR Dummy, 1 if the c reduce cumulative AR at estimation window is negative; 0 otherwise. 
CAAR Cumulative AR at 30 days before and 30 days after, the submission date. 
AVOL  = α0 + α1XBRL + αi∑ CONTROLS𝑛𝑘=𝑖  + ε........(5) 
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Zhang (2003) found that negative net income inhib-
its the forecasting accuracy. Thus, LOSS is positively
correlated with information asymmetry (Bai,
Sakaue, & Takeda, 2014). Return volatility
(RETVAR), is the standard deviation of AR along
the estimated window at every submission date.
RETVAR is positively correlated with information
asymmetry (Bai, Sakaue, & Takeda, 2014). The nega-
tive sign of cumulative AR (NEGCAR), Heflin,
Subramanyam, & Zhang (2003) states that the down-
ward stock price movements are greater than the
upward stock price movements. NEGCAR is a
dummy variable that is used to control stock price
variability (Bai, Sakaue, & Takeda, 2014). We noted
1 if the stock‘s cumulative AR along the estimation
window is negative, then 1 is otherwise. Cumula-
tive absolute AR (CAAR) measures the information
flow. The larger company will produce, the greater
information flow. It will reduce wide the informa-
tion gap between the investors (Heflin,
Subramanyam, & Zhang, 2003) at 30 days before and
30 days after the submission date.
RESULTS
Descriptive Statistics
Table 3 presents the descriptive statistics on
each variable. Among the five dependent variables,
AVOL significantly increased to ERV, ACAR,
ÄSTDDEVRET, and ASPREAD. This is not consis-
tent with the previous studies that XBRL is able to
improve the quality of information environment &
reduce the information asymmetry. In Indonesia
context, this result could not be realized because
Table 3. Descriptive Statistic 
Variables   
PRE-XBRL POST-XBRL 
Obs Min Max Mean Std. Dev Obs Min Max Mean 
Std. 
Dev 
ERV overall 296 0.005 0.120 0.044 0.025 148 0.003 0.159 0.051 0.033 
ACAR overall 296 0.000 0.099 0.027 0.022 148 0.000 0.122 0.029 0.024 
STDEVRET overall 296 -0.023 0.010 -0.003 0.006 148 -0.020 0.020 -0.001 0.007 
ASPREAD overall 296 -0.041 0.036 -0.008 0.014 148 -0.032 0.046 -0.001 0.015 
AVOL overall 296 -1.267 3.406 0.002 0.719 148 -1.133 6.396 0.234 1.146 
              
XBRL overall 296 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 148 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.000 
SIZE overall 296 28.632 33.330 30.979 1.191 148 28.235 33.471 30.896 1.309 
MBR overall 296 0.387 52.287 3.568 7.149 148 0.167 70.325 3.307 9.260 
EPRATIO overall 296 -38.950 82.430 18.035 14.344 148 -91.050 327.900 27.648 50.130 
LEV overall 296 0.013 0.878 0.307 0.267 148 0.023 0.866 0.330 0.247 
LOSS overall 296 0.000 1.000 0.020 0.141 148 0.000 1.000 0.074 0.263 
RETVAR overall 296 0.012 0.059 0.025 0.007 148 0.008 0.038 0.023 0.006 
NEGCAR overall 296 0.000 1.000 0.399 0.491 148 0.000 1.000 0.426 0.496 
CAAR overall 296 0.533 2.004 1.091 0.312 148 0.292 2.420 0.961 0.299 
Notes: 
ERV = Event Return Volatility, ACAR =Absolute Cumulative Abnormal Return, STDEVRET = Change in Standard 
Deviation of Daily Stocks Return, ASPREAD = Abnormal Bid-Ask Spread, AVOL = Abnormal Trading Volume, XBRL = 
Extensible Business Reporting Language Financial Statement, SIZE = company size, MBR = market-to-book ratio, 
EPRATIO = earning-to-price ratio, LEV = leverage, LOSS = loss indicator, RETVAR = return volatility, NEGCAR = 
negative absolute cumulative abnormal return, CAAR = cumulative absolute abnormal return for each submission date 
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the dependent model variables i.e. ERV, ACAR,
ÄSTDDEVRET, &ASPREAD are increased after the
mandatory XBRL policy was enacted. All of the con-
trol variables are difference significantly between
the pre-XBRL and post-XBRL period. It is indicated
that financial health and stock price variability have
increased in the post-XBRL period, except SIZE,
RETVAR, and CAAR.
The pre-XBRL period, minimum ERV of 0.005
is owned by Indofood Sukses Makmur Tbk, and
maximum ERV of 0.120 is owned by Indofood CBP
Sukses Makmur Tbk. The average ERV is 0.044 while
the standard deviation is 0.025. In the post-XBRL
period, the minimum ERV is 0.003 owned by PT
Bumi Serpong Damai Tbk and maximum ERV of
0.159 owned by Media Nusantara Citra Tbk. The
average ERV is 0.051 while the standard deviation
is 0.033. Pre-XBRL Period, the minimum and maxi-
mum value of ACAR dependent model are 0.00 and
0.099. The minimum is owned by Panin Financial
Tbk and otherwise is owned by Agung Podomoro
Land Tbk. The average ACAR is 0.027 while the
standard deviation is 0.022. In the post-XBRL pe-
riod, the minimum and maximum ACAR are 0.00
and 0.122. The minimum is owned by Panin Finan-
cial Tbk and the maximum is owned by Holcim In-
donesia Tbk. The average ACAR is 0.029, while the
standard deviation is 0.024.
In the pre-XBRL period, the minimum & maxi-
mum value of STDEVRET dependent model is -0.023
and 0.010 respectively. The minimum is owned by
Adhi Karya (Persero) Tbk, and the maximum is
owned by United Tractors Tbk. The average value
of STDEVRET is -0.003 while its standard deviation
is 0.006. In post-XBRL, the minimum STDEVRET
dependent models are -0.020 and owned by Astra
Agro Lestari. Then the maximum is 0.020 and owned
by Vale Indonesia Tbk. The average value of
STDEVRET is -0.001 while its standard deviation is
0.007.
In the pre-XBRL period, ASPREAD’s minimum
and maximum value-dependent model is -0.041 and
0.036 owned by Adhi Karya (Persero) Tbk and Lippo
Karawaci Tbk, respectively. The average ASPREAD
is -0.008 while the standard deviation is 0.014. In
the post-XBRL period, minimum ASPREAD of -0.032
owned by Lippo Karawaci Tbk and maximum
ASPREAD of 0.046 is owned by Indofood Sukses
Makmur Tbk. The average ASPREAD is -0.001 while
the standard deviation is 0.015.
The AVOL dependent model, its minimum
value is -1.267, owned by United Tractors Tbk. The
maximum value of AVOL is 3.406 and owned by
Agung Podomoro Land Tbk. Its average is 0.002
while the standard deviation of AVOL is 0.719. The
post-XBRL period, minimum AVOL significantly
increased by 1.133, and a maximum of AVOL is 6.396.
That value is owned by Lippo Karawaci Tbk and
Bank Danamon Indonesia Tbk respectively. Aver-
age of AVOL is 0.234 while its standard deviation
is 1.146.
Table 4. Data Panel Model
Hypothesis Test Results
The analysis was performed using an Eviews
v.9.5, which finding the fitted-model regression
firstly then the analysis could be done (Ajija, Sari,
Setianto, & Primanti, 2010). The best fitted-model
of ERV data panel is Fixed Effect Model (FEM)
(Table 4). Based on the results of the individual pa-
rameter test (Table 5), it is known that the ERV sig-
nificance value is 0.0264. Its value is smaller than
the 5 percent significance level. Thus, the manda-
tory XBRL in Indonesia positively affects ERV,
which means that the first hypothesis of this paper
is not supported by the data.
Dependent Model Data Panel 
ERV Fixed Effect Model 
ACAR Random Effect Model 
STDEVRET Fixed Effect Model 
ASPREAD Fixed Effect Model 
AVOL Random Effect Model 
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Eviews v.9.5 specifies Random Effect Model
(REM) as the best-fitted data panel model for ACAR
dependent variable(Table 4). Based on the result of
the individual parameter test (Table 5), the ACAR‘s
significance value is 0.3680. It means that the prob-
ability value of ACAR is greater than the 5 percent
significance level. Thus, the mandatory XBRL in In-
donesia has no significant effect on ACAR.
Eviews v.9.5 specifies Fixed Effect Model
(FEM) as the best-fitted data panel model for
ÄSTDDEVRETdependent variable (Table 4). Based
on the result of the individual parameter test (Table
5), the ÄSTDDEVRET‘s significance value is 0.0127.
It means that the probability value of
ÄSTDDEVRETis smaller than the 5 percent signifi-
cance level. Hence, the third hypothesis of this re-
search is not supported by the data.
XBRL is expected to reduce the level of infor-
mation asymmetry because XBRL is transparent,
interactive, dynamic and informative. This XBRL‘s
benefits potentially to reduce the information in-
equality among the investors and capital market
participants.
Eviews v.9.5 specifies Fixed Effect Model
(FEM) as the best-fitted data panel model for
ASPREADdependent variable (Table 4). Based on
the result of the individual parameter test (Table
5), the ASPREAD‘s significance value is 0.0140. It
means that the probability value of ASPREADis
smaller than the 5 percent significance level. Hence,
the fourth hypothesis of this research is not sup-
ported by the data.
Eviews v.9.5 specifies Random Effect Model
(REM) as the best-fitted data panel model for AVOL
dependent variable (Table 4). Based on the result
of the individual parameter test (Table 5), the
AVOL‘s significance value is 0.0265. It means that
the probability value of AVOL is less than the 5 per-
cent significance level. Thus, the mandatory XBRL
in Indonesia is able to increase the level of stock
trading volume in Indonesia.
DISCUSSION
Event Return Volatility
The presence of an early implementation of
mandatory XBRL in Indonesia cannot affect the
market uncertainty. So it can be assumed that there
is no significant difference between the financial
statements presented conventionally with the finan-
cial statements presented based on XBRL format.
This finding contrasts with Yoon, Zo, & Ciganek
(2011), Kim, Lim, & No (2012), and Bai, Sakaue, &
Takeda (2014), and as expected earlier that XBRL is
able to improve the value of information quality than
the conventional models.
Referring to the XBRL implementation in
other countries, such as, the United States, Canada,
South Korea, Malaysia, and European capital mar-
ket authorities (ESMA), they applied voluntary XBRL
first as an experimental test, testing the error level,
and weighing the costs & benefits XBRL before the
mandatory policy was enacted (Yoon, Zo, &
Ciganek, 2011; Li, Ni, & Lin, 2012; Ilias & Ghani,
2015; Nitchman, 2016; Liu, Luo, & Wang, 2017). At
least there are four years for the United States to
initiate the XBRL Voluntary Filing Program (VFP)
program, which was released from February 2005
to the mandatory filing stage in April 2009 (Bartley,
Chen, & Taylor, 2011). Throughout the voluntary
period, they have designed a complete taxonomy
such as the components of financial statements,
notes on financial statements, additional disclosure
information, and others. At the same time, they are
also evaluating the listed companies on the XBRL
reporting progress. This case is different in the In-
donesia Stock Exchange (IDX) context. IDX designed
XBRL taxonomy since 2013, its socialization in 2014,
and the mandatory implementation in 2015. So it
can be noted that XBRL in Indonesia is applied man-
datory in a very short time. IDX prefer to imple-
ment such method rather than to implement XBRL
voluntarily in a long time. Afterward, XBRL tax-
onomy in Indonesia is still limited financial state-
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ments taxonomy such as financial position state-
ment, income statement, statement of changes in
equity, and cash flow statement. The disclosure tax-
onomy is still designed by IDX but not yet applied
until the mandatory policy was rolled out. Thus,
the first year of XBRL implementation in Indonesia
is still no significant difference compared with the
conventional financial statements model. So the con-
clusion is, there is no significant implication in the
stock market uncertainty after the mandatory XBRL
policy was enacted.
Absolute Cumulative Abnormal Return
Hodge, Kennedy & Maines (2004) and Janvrin,
Pinsker, & Mascha (2011), underlines that nonpro-
fessional investors are not directly benefiting XBRL
even though XBRL itself has increased the trans-
parency. However, nonprofessional investors which
willing to learn XBRL technology are believed to
have more accurate financial analysis perceptions
than the traditional investors (Pinsker & Wheeler,
2009).
XBRL is a complicated technology; it requires
more efforts to learn it. If the users want to get the
benefits of XBRL technology, they should involve
the significant costs due to the complexity of its tech-
nology. Investors/ users may delay using an XBRL
technology at the early implementation. Then there
are only a few investors or users are willing to use
that technology in the first year XBRL mandate.
Change in S.D. of Daily Return
XBRL files in Indonesia are limited to finan-
cial statement element, while the disclosure element
of this files has not yet been applied. So the XBRL-
based data is just the numbers without any expla-
nation. In fact, if the disclosure part has become an
XBRL taxonomy, it will have a tremendous impact
regarding transparency, openness, and interactive
model on the company’s financial information.
Abnormal Bid-Ask Spread
Increased information asymmetry in the IDX
after the mandatory XBRL implementation is con-
sistent with the findings of Blankespoor, Miller, &
White (2014) due to the differences scale of technol-
ogy acceptance among the large and small inves-
tors. Large investors are familiar with a hi-tech
mastery. If XBRL was enacted, they get greater ben-
efits of such technology. Consequently, the small in-
vestor becomes inferior and takes time to master it.
Unfortunately, we have not found any publi-
cation or related literature about the investor‘s per-
ceptions of XBRL-based financial reporting policy
in Indonesia. So we can not yet conclude why the
mandatory XBRL has not been able to reduce the
level of information asymmetry.
Abnormal Trading Volume
Although the Indonesian XBRL taxonomy is
still limited to the component of financial statements,
actually the level of stock trading volume increases
significantly after this policy was enacted. XBRL is
a manifestation of the data language universality,
so the communication between users to companies,
companies to companies, and companies to regula-
tors are mutually interactive without being trouble
by using the different system platforms. Moreover,
XBRL files can be accessed easily through software
that has an XML parser (Perdana, 2011). In order to
publish widely on the internet, XBRL’s financial
statement files can be copied into the XBRL inline
module. This online module can be displayed on
various internet browsers which supported an XML
parser program (browsers called it as an XHTML).
These browsers are Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox,
Opera, Microsoft Edge, Safari, and so on.
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS
Conclusion
The result of this study proves that an initial
implication of mandatory XBRL in Indonesia is not
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giving significant implications to the financial infor-
mation environment in the stock market. So this
result is able to be an evaluation for IDX after en-
acted the mandatory policy for all the listed compa-
nies. IDX should complete the financial disclosure
(notes to financial information) taxonomy immedi-
ately then improving it until consistent with the In-
donesian accounting standard (PSAK).
Suggestions
This study has several limitations, including
there are only selected participating companies
which submitted XBRL output separately rather than
unify them on the XLS files. XBRL program using
XBRL instance document which officially provided
by IDX. These instance documents are designed rig-
idly based on the taxonomy for each field business
enterprise. On the other hand, IDX gives easy step
to input XBRL using Excel spreadsheet offline then
uploaded and validated by IDXnet (Amran, 2015;
Kasih, 2016). XLS files are existing technology which
does not cost more efforts to apply XBRL add-on.
We argue that XLS files just a transition step to ful-
fill XBRL reporting policy at the first year adop-
tion. XLS also editable form, so it allows companies
do not follow or modify the taxonomy designed by
IDX. XBRL data via XLS files indicates that the com-
pany not yet fully concerning about the future fi-
nancial reporting technology.
In addition, the number of samples is also
decreased due to data outliers. It is formed by ex-
treme points of data which derived from the dy-
namic data, such as daily stock movements, stock
trading volume, and so forth. On the other hand,
Bid-Ask or Bid-Offer data availability at TICMI (a
subsidiary of IDX) is limited to access because of
the paid data. We use Bid-Ask Spread Estimator
assumption to obtain the daily stock spread data
through the High-Low stock price calculation for-
mula designed by Corwin & Schultz (2012).
The future research should use a year or two
years observation period after this mandatory policy
was enacted (in 2016 or 2017). It will result in a larger
number of samples because this policy is increas-
ingly obeyed by the initial public offering (IPO) com-
panies. In addition, the latest bid-ask or bid-offer
data is also freely available on the IDX website be-
fore being redirected to TICMI. The next study also
should examine the users and issuers perception
aspect related to XBRL financial reporting based on
the questionnaires interview. How much XBRL in-
fluences the investment attractiveness also interest-
ing to be further investigated. Eventually, XBRL with
its transparent and interactive characteristics are
potentially applied to the government or public sec-
tor. So it could enrich the publication related to
XBRL implementation and its development in In-
donesia.
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